Chapter: 3348
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Since the audition consisted of three segments and only three minutes,
each segment was one minute of expression time. After Yang Ning
finished speaking the lines of the first segment, he hurriedly moved his
emotions into the second segment.
Compared with the first paragraph, the second paragraph is obviously
no longer so pure and innocent, but the image of a concubine
composed of a cold and suppressed emotion.
Yang Ning knew that this was a depressed moment for the heroine in
the play to grow inwardly when she lost her true love and was denied
the emperor’s love.
She quickly put away the innocent eyes just now, and her eyes became
gloomy in an instant, and even her aura suddenly became dull.
The judges in the audience were a little surprised at Yang Ning’s rapid
emotional change. She was not only fast but also good. Many judges
who didn’t plan to look at her opened their eyes, for fear of missing her
performance again.
Yang Ning, who was standing on the stage, had already entered a state
of ecstasy at this moment. She didn’t even know how she was
performing. She was just trying her best to perform.
Recalling the scenes in the play, Yang Ning unconsciously put her
hands in front of her waist, her eyes were indifferent and calm, the
light of forbearance was trembling, but she was trying her best to
restrain her, her indifferent expression was like looking at a beach
approaching. The dry lake water left only a little residual emotion.
She said calmly: “With me, there is no love anymore.”
This is a very simple line, but the judges in the audience were stunned
by Yang Ning’s deep and emotional expression.
Although this place is modern, there are no houses with carved beams
and painted columns, and there is no exquisite satin skirt, but Yang
Ning’s sigh made everyone seem to go back to that moment in an
instant.
Through the silhouette of time, the judges seem to see the clearly
indifferent but still pretending to be strong like a concubine, looking at
the birds on the palace wall and suppressing the sadness and sadness in
their hearts, and finally they can only put the loneliness in their hearts
into a sense of loss. to the emptiness of one’s own love.
Everyone did not expect that such a superb performance came from a
rookie actor who came in through the wrong door. Who would believe
it if he hadn’t seen it with his own eyes.
Immediately, some of the judges stood up immediately and told Yang
Ning that there was no need to play any more, they had already
determined who the heroine was.
Yang Ning, who was suddenly interrupted, stood on the stage in a
daze, not quite understanding what was going on. Some of the judges
under the stage told her not to continue, but some still wanted to see
her perform the third stanza.
It seems that within them, there is a big disagreement about the
content of her performance.
Standing on the stage, she was a little overwhelmed. Seeing that the
directors were arguing all the time, she said helplessly, “Everyone,
should I continue to perform?”
Hearing this, the judges in the audience were silent for a second, one of
the judges got the microphone, he immediately stood up with a serious
expression, his eyes were bright: “Yan, we treat everyone equally here,
you have already delayed the people behind you. It’s been a few
minutes, let’s finish it.”
Yang Ning couldn’t understand what the judges were thinking, but
since they let him go on, of course he wanted to go on.
“Okay, I’ll play the third part.”
She looked at the arguing judges in the audience, nodded casually,
laughed lightly, and immediately recalled the third paragraph of the
plot, and began to get emotional.
The interpretation of the third paragraph is different from the first two
paragraphs. This paragraph is the stage when the heroine has
completely abandoned love and took the position of queen.
The reason why the title of the play is called Rufei Biography is because
the heroine in the play felt that she was the happiest when she was
Rufei, so when the pen history was recorded, it was only titled
Rufeizhuan.
This time, Yang Ning’s performance is still a three-pointed, decisive
and ruthless in his eyes, and the judges in the audience all feel that this
is the best performance in the first few auditions.
“Your name is Yang Ning?”
One of the judges picked up Yang Ning’s resume and looked at it. He
didn’t feel any familiarity with this unfamiliar name.

